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HAROLD SANDITEN in I GOT RHYTHMS
CRAZY COQS – 23 and 25 April 2020, 7pm

Grab your maracas and bongos!!!
Harold’s back with a brand new show!

Since his last solo show six years ago, Harold
Sanditen, international cabaret favourite
and charismatic host of his smash Open Mic
Party at Crazy Coqs, has been performing
across the globe, amassing new audiences
and absorbing new forms of musical
expression - a smattering of country and
western from his native Oklahoma, the
romantic wheeze of a Parisian concertina,
the rhythmic abandon of a bouzouki on a
beach in Mykonos, and the sexy sway of a
Brazilian samba. In Sanditen's inimitable
style, you'll hear each song in a new light,
with exceptional and unique arrangements.
This highly rhythmic celebration of life
guarantees irresistible toe-tapping fun.
“Sanditen is at once understated and a bit mischievous….his attention
to the lyrics turns each song into a story whose melody is familiar,
but the tale itself is new to your ears.” Front Row Center
In I GOT RHYTHMS, Harold will perform new twists on songs by Irving Berlin, Joni Mitchell,
David Yazbek, The Beatles, Horace Silver, The Gershwins, Bacharach and David, and James
Taylor, amongst others. All arrangements have been written by his long-time collaborator,
Michael Roulston.
“Sanditen’s honey-toned vocals, along with Roulston’s stunning
arrangements, make this a joy!” Cabaret Scenes
Harold is best known as the originator and host of Harold Sanditen’s Open Mic Party, Crazy
Coq’s longest-running show, now in its 8th year. Since its inception in 2013, along with
beginners (or as Sanditen refers to them, “virgins”), stars such as Anita Gillette, Penny Fuller,
Ann Hampton Callaway, Billy Stritch, Marilyn Maye, Linda Purl, Steve Ross, Kim Criswell, X
Factor’s Steve Brookstein and Peyton have performed and many more have attended:
Michael Feinstein, Rowan Atkinson and Amanda McBroom, among others.
“There may be quite a few open mic nights in London, but few have either the
cachet, class or camaraderie that emanates from this central London venue….
the range and diversity of the talent is fascinating….slick, self-assured,
and thankfully, fairly unpredictable.” Musical Theatre Review

An Oklahoma native, Sanditen moved to London in 1987 where he became a successful
theater producer, presenting more than 40 shows in the UK and New York. After 20 years of
working with actors ranging from BAFTA and Academy Award winners (Jessica Lange,
Vanessa Redgrave, Clive Owen) to up-and-comers (Olivia Colman, Lesley Joseph, Celia
Imrie!!!), Sanditen decided to follow his life-long dream to sing. He burst onto the cabaret
and jazz scene in 2008, and since then has created and performed six original shows and one
duo show (with Broadway legend, Anita Gillette), playing to packed houses from LA to
Mykonos at such venues as Crazy Coqs, The Pheasantry, Pizza on the Park, Ronnie Scott’s
Upstairs, Wilton’s Music Hall, St. James Theatre, Club RaYé (Paris), The Piano Bar at
Montparnasse (Mykonos), M Bar (Hollywood), Rockwell Table +Stage (Hollywood), Martinis
Above Fourth (San Diego), Society Cabaret (San Francisco), Davenports (Chicago), Oklahoma
Jazz Hall of Fame (Tulsa), Buddies in Bad Times (Toronto), Metropolitan Room, Don’t Tell
Mama, The Duplex and more. Sanditen is notable for his great style, an adopted British wit
and superb musical arrangements, which he sings with charm, clarity and ease.
“A better match than Harold Sanditen, his vocals and his elegant
panache, would be hard to find anywhere.” LA Talk Radio
In 2013 Harold made his professional theatrical debut in London’s West End in Café Society
Swing, playing the role of the late, real-life impresario, Barney Josephson. Sanditen has
recorded three CDs: Taking Flight (2010), Shades of Blue—Live at The Pheasantry (2013), and
Flyin’ High Live at the Crazy Coqs (2015).
Harold will be joined on stage by Music Director, Michael Roulston; Bassist, Robert
Rickenberg; and on drums, Jonathan “Kitch” Kitching. I GOT RHYTHMS is directed by Barry
Kleinbort.
After London, I GOT RHYTHMS will be presented at the Oklahoma Jazz Hall of Fame, Tulsa,
on 3rd May 2020, as a benefit for Cure Alzheimer’s Fund, a charity dedicated to funding
research with the highest probability of stopping, slowing and preventing Alzheimer’s
disease.
LISTINGS INFORMATION:
Dates: Thursday, 23rd and Saturday, 25th April 2020
Time: 7pm
Location: Crazy Coqs at Brasserie Zédel, 20 Sherwood Street, London W1F 7ED
Tickets: bit.ly/IGotRhythms or 020 7734 4888
Price: £22
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